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COLONIAL

Art and Soul
A Virginia artist relaxes a formal house,  

warming it with her creations, furnishings  
from her childhood, vivid bursts of color,  

and a family-friendly layout.
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Personal Style
Don’t be afraid to mix 

materials, !nishes,  
and surfaces. The 

striking  combination  
of texture, shine, and 

color lends unique 
personality to this 

living room.

This Photo The living room sofa, discovered at a "ea  
market, nestles between recessed niches coated in  

lustrous Venetian plaster by an artisan friend. Opposite  
Its classic redbrick exterior and slate-tile roof distinguish  

the Beazley home and herald its traditional interior  
appointments, including plaster arches and French doors.
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TT
Tenley Beazley experiences a comforting sense 
of déjà vu each time she sits at her dining room  
table. The chairs encircling it could hardly be more 
familiar; after all, “they came from my childhood 
home,” Tenley says. So, too, did the crystal chan-
delier that floats above. The art hanging nearby? 
She painted it herself. In fact, Tenley says, the 
house she shares with her husband, Wyatt, and 
their three children “is all about things we’ve in-
herited, created, collected on travels, or purchased 
from friends who are artists. It’s about living with 
things we love and things that make us happy.” 
 The Beazleys’ meaningful and varied belong-
ings are surprisingly at home with the elegant 
architecture of the family’s 1923 Colonial-style 
house in Richmond, Virginia. “Wyatt and I loved 
how beautiful—and beautifully kept—this house 
was when we bought it,” Tenley says. “But with 
three kids and two dogs, we knew we needed to 
update it to make it more family-friendly.” 
 The couple focused first on immediate struc-
tural concerns, from a screen porch tenuously  
attached to the back of the house to an upper-level 

Le! Homeowner Tenley Beazley combines antique and 
contemporary furnishings in the living room, which retains its 
original proportions. An antique chair wears fuchsia cut velvet.

“In the past I was swayed  
by trends or tradition,  
but I’ve been able to define 
my own style—it’s eclectic 
but streamlined.”

  HOMEOWNER TENLEY BEAZLEY

Personal Style
Whether it is a "ea 

market !nd or straight 
from a designer’s 

showroom, buy what 
you love, then mix 

and match to !nd the 
right combination that 

re"ects your style.
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“My house is like my art: I like to create a good 
base for whatever the next layer is going to be.”   
 HOMEOWNER TENLEY BEAZLEY

Personal Style
Unexpected chic is 

yours when you bring 
in nature in"uences: 

Garden statuary,  
 for instance, makes  

an ideal—and unusual— 
table base in this 

formal dining room.
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bathroom supported solely by stilts. “Before we even moved in, 
we bolted the porch to the house as a temporary measure, redid 
the upstairs bathroom, and finished the attic,” Tenley says. 
 Then the couple waited. Patiently. “We decided to live here 
for a while so we could be sure what our needs were,” says 
Tenley. Four years later, their list of must-make alterations 
included expanding their home’s galley kitchen, enlarging its 
converted-from-a-garage family room, and adding a breakfast 
room, along with a life-changing, family-friendly mudroom. 
“I love that mudroom,” Tenley says enthusiastically. “Before, 
the primary way in and out of the house was through the front 
door, which is not where you want muddy shoes and paws.” 
 Reconfiguring the layout of the main level to meet the fam-
ily’s vast—and varied—entertaining requirements was equally 
paramount. “The house had absolutely no flow. This renovation 
was as much about making it conducive for our kids to have 
lots of friends over as it was for us,” Tenley says, noting crowds 
of hungry teens are as likely to gather there for pizza as are 
large groups of adults for fund-raising events. 

Le! Soapstone counters and so#ly painted cabinets mingle e$ortlessly with 
a dressy marble island and Venetian glass chandelier. Above An entire kitchen 
wall is devoted to entertaining and includes a bar sink and a wine cooler. 
Opposite Tenley cloaked her parents’ dining chairs in an oversize damask 
pattern. A local artisan custom-painted and gilded the tabletop.
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Personal Style
Patterned walls don’t 

have to be fussy. 
Graphic interpretations 
of traditional objects, 

such as "owers, supply 
modern verve.



Voice o! "xperienc#
An addition requires careful planning to blur the 
distinction between the original and new. Repeating 
elements such as arches or other interesting features 
is the approach architect Charles Appich prefers. But 
what if your house lacks architectural aspects worth 
copying? “You can always find things to replicate, 
whether that means using the same building  
materials or even small details such as window sash 
locks,” Appich says. “And find a good carpenter with 
an eye for detail. There are plenty of them out there.”

 To bridge the gap between their family’s contemporary 
lifestyle and their home’s dated floor plan, Tenley and Wyatt 
enlisted architect Charles Appich. “The tra!c pattern really 
works now because the kitchen has access to all the rest of 
the spaces in the house,” Appich says. One of those spaces 
is a charming, octagon-shape breakfast room; the Beazleys’  
favorite spot for dining, homework, and arts and crafts, it is 
emblematic of Tenley and Wyatt’s determination to honor 
their home’s architecture. 
 To ensure seamless transitions between spaces old and new, 
Appich borrowed inspiration from the home’s existing detail-
ing. “The original house had arched doorways, so we took that 
element and replicated it wherever we could,” he says. “We 
milled wood trim to the same profiles as the moldings from 
1923. The painter even threw sand into plaster to duplicate 
the texture-finished walls.”
 Further uniting the interiors is Tenley’s choice of gray walls, 
which range in shades from barely there to downright cloudy. 

Right A storage cabinet evinces Tenley’s belief that “every 
room should have at least one Asian-inspired piece.” Below 
Wallpaper backs the shelves of this storage cabinet. An air 
return is ingeniously concealed behind its decorative doors. 
Opposite A wide arched opening provides a dramatic view  
from the living room into the breakfast room addition. 
Architect Charles Appich relocated the diamond-pane  
window to the space from a back hallway.
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BEFORE

“Sometimes we like to spread out, and  
sometimes we’re all in one room. But my  

kids are welcome anywhere.”
 HOMEOWNER TENLEY BEAZLEY

 This Photo Tenley’s dear friend Conway Van der Wolk, 
an interior designer, supplied the family room co!ee 
table and chrome sconces, as well as occasional input 
during the renovation.
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BEFORE

RESOURCES PAGE 116

Personal Style
If space permits, an 

upholstered bench or 
chair can so#en the 

feel of a bathroom and 
express living room-

worthy elegance.

“While I love color, I also love the idea of decorating so things 
can be moved around from room to room,” she says.  
 Still, the house pro"ers an abundance of eye candy, from the 
living room’s fuchsia-upholstered occasional chair to caramel 
leather wing-back seats in the family room. “The colors make 
me happy, and I hope my family feels happy being surrounded 
by them,” Tenley says. “That’s what my style is all about—making  
sure this house o"ers something for everyone. I grew up in 
a house where I wasn’t allowed in the living room except for  
special occasions, and I didn’t want our house to be like that.”
 To prove that point, even the Beazleys’ lucky dogs have been 
considered. “They’re supposed to stay o" the furniture, but I 
know they jump up there when I’m gone,” Tenley says. “I just 
toss some throws on the sofas when I leave the house and wash 
them every week. That way we’re all happy.”

Le! Tenley’s own painting 
provides a colorful focal 
point over the luxurious 
soaking tub. Below Custom 
wall panels, a gilded mirror, 
acrylic resin table lamps, 
and a cheetah-print chair 
contribute uncommon 
style to the serene master 
bedroom suite.
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4,820 square feet

ARCHITECTURE  CHARLES APPICH   
INTERIOR DESIGN  TENLEY BEAZLEY  

This graceful Virginia home boasted character galore, but its layout was 
too formal and constricted for modern living and frequent entertaining. 
Architect Charles Appich used every available inch of the home’s corner 
lot to rework and expand the house, creating a heart-of-the-home kitchen 
from which tra!c flows easily throughout the main level. On the upper 
level, Appich created a central hallway and added a master bathroom.

The Plans, Before & After

BEFORE
A rickety screen porch and 

weakly supported upper-
level bathroom comprised  

a poorly built addition.

The former garage, 
converted to a family  

room by previous  
owners, su$ered moisture  

problems. Its dropped  
ceiling resulted in an 

awkward, uncomfortable 
space. 

The galley kitchen was 
cramped and dated. Worse, 

it lacked connections  
to public rooms used  

for entertaining.

AFTER
A new, central hallway and 
rear staircase reorganize 
tra%c "ow and increase 
privacy. An upper-level 
laundry room boosts 
convenience. 

A new mudroom acts as 
a multifunctional entry 
space. Adjacent to the 
mudroom, the expanded 
family room features a 
heated concrete "oor to 
dispel moisture.

A spacious new breakfast 
room replaces the screen 
porch and links the old part 
of the house to its addition.
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